TRADEFLOW
Enabling efficient,
transparent and
secure trade

Tradeflow

MADE
FOR
TRADE
DMCC is home to more than 20,000 companies ranging from
multinational corporations to start-ups. A further 170 companies
join us every month, 95% of which are new to Dubai. Whatever
their size and status, every member company is united in
benefiting from unparalleled access to world-class business
services, connections and infrastructure.
Over 100,000 people live and work here, attracted by our vibrant
community, stunning property and high quality lifestyle. With
excellent air, sea and road links, it is the ideal business base for
Dubai, the UAE and beyond. Awarded the ‘Global Free Zone of
the Year’ by the Financial Times fDi magazine for a record seven
consecutive years, DMCC is indeed, Made for Trade.
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TRADE
WITH
CONFIDENCE
Tradeflow is a flexible and customised online platform to
register possession and ownership of commodities stored in
UAE-based facilities.
Providing a range of online services, Tradeflow is specifically
designed to facilitate collateral financing, jewellery financing
and provide Islamic Finance solutions.
New and of innovative products have recently launched that
cater specifically for the trade finance demands of emerging
markets such as China and India.
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CENTRAL
REGISTRY
A trusted and robust central
registry sits at the heart of any
system that successfully facilitates
trade, and this is the case with
Tradeflow.

It is mandatory for all operators of
DMCC-approved warehouses to issue a
document of title for the commodities
stored therein.
Each warrant represents a specific
item, proving its existence and
protecting the rights of ownership.

Legal title remains
with the holder of the
warrant
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Tradeflow’s central registry enables
the seamless execution of physical
transactions in commodities by
managing inventory, and facilitating the
swift and secure transfer of ownership.

Proof of existence
and quantity of
stored commodity

Electronic
document of title
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INVENTORY
FINANCING

JEWELLERY
FINANCING

Operating within a standardised, robust
and enforceable legal environment,
Tradeflow provides liquidity
management and risk mitigation for
banks around the world.

Over the last decade, the UAE has
emerged as one of the world’s major
gems and jewellery markets.

ENFORCEABILITY

• Standardised contracts
• Endorsement by a
Government of Dubai
Authority
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Transparent and secure, Tradeflow
enables commodity owners to access
finance whilst reducing exposure
for lenders.

TRANSPARENCY

• Proof of ownership

track their inventory as a means to
secure finance.

In 2018, Tradeflow collaborated with
Brinks Global Services to offer a new
innovative solution to the market.

Used as pledged collateral, tagged
inventory is registered on Tradeflow
and can remain in the possession of the
business owner.

Through using RFID (radio-frequency
identification) technology, business
owners are able to register, tag and

Jewellers can conduct business as usual,
whilst finance providers are assured of
the security of the financed inventory.

RISK
MITIGATION

• Commodities stored
and secured as
collateral for finance
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COMMODITY
MURABAHA

SALAM

In order to facilitate Islamic
liquidity management and
financing by Islamic banks,
Tradeflow offers its members a
transparent and standardised
environment for the trade of
UAE-based commodities.

 ” تمويلin Arabic),
Salam (“
is a Shariah-compliant financing
mechanism, and one of the Islamic
banking solutions offered by
Tradeflow.

REAL
COMMODITIES

• Proof of existence and
quantity of stored
commodity
• Proof of lien free status
• Physical inspections available
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The electronic web-based platform provides access
to physical commodities, and the ability to undertake
multi-commodity and multi-currency trade.
Tradeflow integrates global Islamic financial
and capital markets with the UAE physical
commodities market.

REAL
TRADE

• Electronic transactions
• Standardised contracts
• Full title and possession
transfer

Through Salam, a buyer is able
to purchase a certain quality and

quantity of a commodity from a producer in the
future, in exchange for an up-front payment on
an agreed date.
By attracting, facilitating and promoting Salam
transactions, Tradeflow supports the growth and
digitalisation of Islamic banking.

REAL
SHARIA COMPLIANCE

• Regular Sharia audit
• Halal warehousing
inspections
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TRADEFLOW
E-MARKETPLACE
Tradeflow is developing a
Blockchain based online
platform “E-Marketplace” to
facilitate trading and clearing of
commodities’ forward contracts
for India based farmers.

SECURED
LENDING
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The platform will provide a fit-forpurpose regulatory environment,
state of the art infrastructure and
innovative products and services to
specific industry.

FAIR PROFIT
DISTRIBUTION

WAREHOUSE
INSPECTION AND
RATINGS PROGRAMME
As an independent evaluator,
DMCC is committed to creating
a completely transparent system
and standard for warehousing in
the UAE.

The DMCC Warehouse Inspection
and Ratings Programme - which
incorporates Halal assessments supplies the market with confidence
that commodities stored in Dubai are
safe, secure and accessible.

FOOD
SECURITY
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For more information about Tradeflow
products and services, please contact us:
+971 4 375 7785 | tradeflow@dmcc.ae
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tradeflow@dmcc.ae

+971 4 375 7785

